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Journal Articles


**Subjects:** College Engagement, First-Generation College Students, Fraternal Organizations


**Subjects:** Associations, Institutions, Etc. -- Membership, Binge Drinking, Greek Letter Societies, Probits, Regression Analysis


**Subjects:** Brotherliness, College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Membership, Peak Experiences, Student Organizations & Activities


**Subjects:** Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Multiculturalism, Societies, Etc., Student Leadership, Undergraduates


**Subjects:** Bystander Effect, College Students, Greek Letter Societies, Sexual Assault


**Subjects:** Fraternities, Exclusivity, Race


**Subjects:** Christian Legal Society V. Martinez (Supreme Court Case), Citizens United V. Federal Election Commission (Supreme Court Case), Freedom of Association, Greek Letter Societies, Judgments, United States Supreme Court


**Subjects:** Binge Drinking, Creative Analytic Practice, Eating Disorders, Greek Letter Societies, Heterosexuality, Leisure, Popular Culture

**Subjects:** College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Student Leadership


**Subjects:** Food Habits, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Research


**Subjects:** Brotherliness, Fraternal Organizations, Fraternity Houses, Interdisciplinary Approach In Education, Learning, Research, Student Organizations & Activities -- Universities & Colleges


**Subjects:** Alcohol Use, College Students, Drinking Behavior, Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages, Greek Letter Societies, Greek System, Intervention, Prevention, Social Groups, Socialization


**Subjects:** Empirical Research, Employment (Economic Theory), Greek Letter Societies, Input-Output Analysis, Social Networks


**Subjects:** Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Leadership Development, Student Leadership


**Subjects:** College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Regression Analysis, Societies, Etc., Student Engagement


**Subjects:** Criminal Law, Criminal Law Reform, Criminal Liability, Hazing, Students -- Crimes Against, United States Colleges and Universities


**Subjects:** Binge Drinking, College Students -- Alcohol Use, College Students -- Psychology, College Students -- Social Conditions, Greek Letter Societies, Motivation (Psychology), Social Norms

**Subjects:** Adolescent Sexuality, Age Groups, Decision Making, Discourse, Greek Letter Societies, Heterosexual Men, Masculinity, Narrative, Sexual Behavior, Social Aspects, Subjectivity, Teenagers -- Sexual Behavior


**Subjects:** College Students, Daily Smoking, Greek Letter Societies, Nondaily Smoking, Oral Habits, Patterns, Retrospective Studies, Smoking, Substance Use, Timeline Follow-Back


**Subjects:** Actions & Defenses (Law), Associations, Institutions -- Law & Legislation, City University of New York, Greek Letter Societies, Injunctions, United States, United States. Court of Appeals (2nd Circuit)


**Subjects:** College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Grade Repetition, Greek Letter Societies,


**Subjects:** Greek Letter Societies, Student Adjustment, Student Affairs Services, Students, Universities & Colleges


**Subjects:** Attention-Deficit Disorder in Adolescence, Drugs of Abuse, Greek Letter Societies, Quantitative Research, Stimulants, United States


**Subjects:** College Students -- Substance Use, Greek Letter Societies, Psychopharmacology, Stimulants


**Subjects:** Fraternity Membership, College Students, Drinking Behavior, Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages -- Social Aspects, Greek Letter Societies, Group Formation, United States Universities & Colleges

**Subjects:** College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Membership, Public Institutions, Societies, Etc., Student Leadership


**Subjects:** College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Research, Social Justice, Societies, Etc., Student Leadership


**Subjects:** College Students -- Attitudes, Diversity In Education, Diversity In Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Race Relations, Research


**Subjects:** Alcohol, Attitudes, College Students, Drinking Behavior, Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages, Drugs, Fraternity, Fraternity Libraries, Greek Letter Societies, Leadership, Socialization, Societies, Sorority


**Subjects:** College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Grade Repetition, Greek Letter Societies, Quantitative Research, Societies, Etc.


**Subjects:** Cognitive Dissonance, College Students -- Psychology, Greek Letter Societies, Higher Education, Logistic Regression Analysis, Psychological Aspects, Religion, Spirituality


**Subjects:** College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Masculinity, Spiritual Formation


**Subjects:** Black Greek Letter Organizations, Leadership, Mass Media Use, Racism
Hernandez, M.D. & Arnold, H. (2012). The harvest is plentiful but the laborers are few: An interdisciplinary examination of education as career choice and African American sororities. *Journal of African American Studies*, 16(4), 658-673.

**Subjects:** African-American Sororities, Black Teachers, Community Service, Career Choices


**Subjects:** Sexual Orientation, Intimacy, Homosexuality, Sexual Identity, Fraternities, Social Attitudes, Social Bias, College Students, Student Attitudes, Interpersonal Relationship, Peer Relationship, Rejection (Psychology), School Culture, Males, Social Values, Higher Education


**Subjects:** Social Responsibility, Leadership, Fraternal Organizations, Senior Year --- University


**Subjects:** Fraternity, Greek Letter Societies, Identity, Race Discrimination, Race Relations, Racial Identity of African Americans, Racial Identity of Whites, Schema, Schemas (Psychology), Segregation, Social Integration, Sociology, Sorority, United States, Whiteness


**Subjects:** African American fraternities and sororities, collective memory, film, racial identity, representation


**Subjects:** civic participation, discourse, framing, fraternalism, media, race


**Subjects:** Black Greek Letter Organizations, Culture, Secrecy, Hazing


**Subjects:** Greek Letter Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Group Identity, Multiculturalism, Racial Identity, Social Perception


Subjects: Attitudes, Citizenship, College Students -- United States, Community Involvement, Conduct of Life, Greek Letter Societies, Research, Student Affairs Administrators, United States, Values


Subjects: African-American, Black Fraternities, Masculinity, Segregation, Sexuality


Subjects: Greek Letter Societies, Impression Formation (Psychology) -- Research, Interpersonal Relations -- Research, Personal Beauty, Rejection (Psychology), Social Acceptance -- Research, Social Desirability, Social Psychology -- Research, Social Status


Subjects: College Students -- Alcohol Use, Greek Letter Societies, Social Norms


Subjects: Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages -- Research, College Students -- Alcohol Use, Diaries, Drinking Behavior, Greek Letter Societies


Subjects: Racial Identity of Blacks, Ethnicity, Group Identity, Diversity in Education, Student Affairs Administration


Subjects: College Students, Greek Letter Societies, LGBT Student Organizations & Activities, Sexual Orientation, Student Organizations & Activities

**Subjects:** Academic Achievement, Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Universities & Colleges


**Subjects:** College Students -- Alcohol Use, Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages, Greek Letter Societies, Leadership, Membership


**Subjects:** College Students -- Research, Fraternal Organizations, Friendship, Greek Letter Societies, Study Skills


**Subjects:** Cash Flow, Credit Management, Environmental Impact Analysis, Greek Letter Societies, Risk Management Association (Organization)


**Subjects:** College Students, Greek Letter Societies, Residential Colleges


**Subjects:** College Student Development Programs, College Students -- Services For, Greek Letter Societies, Humanistic Education, Student Activities, Student Development


**Subjects:** College Students -- Conduct of Life, Greek Letter Societies, Mission Statements, Organizational Behavior, Research, Values
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**Subjects:** Greek Letter Societies, Multiculturalism

**Subjects:** Entertaining -- Social Aspects, Greek Letter Societies -- Social Aspects, United States


**Subjects:** Greek Letter Societies, Rape, Women College Students -- Attitudes


**Subjects:** Body Mass Index, Food Habits, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Universities & Colleges


**Subjects:** Dating Violence, Dating Violence -- Prevention, Greek Letter Societies, Intimate Partner Violence -- Risk Factors, Sex Crimes -- Prevention


**Subjects:** Alcohol Use, College Drinking, Fraternity And Sorority Affiliation, Multilevel Model, Residence


**Subjects:** Affiliation (Psychology), Alcohol Availability, Fraternity And Sorority Affiliation, Drinking Behavior, Greek Letter Societies, Moral & Ethical Aspects, Peer Drinking Norms, Peer Relations, Personality, Risk Assessment, Risky Drinking, Social Groups, Social Influence, Social Norms, Social Pressure

Subjects: Asian American Women, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Immigrants, Social Classes


Subjects: Consent, Criminal Law, Hazing, Psychology, Torts


Subjects: Black Greek Letter Organizations, Race, Gender, Hazing, Law


Subjects: Black Greek Letter Organizations, Core Values, Values Alignment, Hazing


Subjects: Black Greek Letter Organizations, Social Control, Cognitive Dissonance, Group Cohesion, Hazing, Organizational Deviance


Subjects: Black Greek Letter Organizations, Hazing, Psychology, Personality


Subjects: Race, Evidence, Torts, Hazing, Black Greek Letter Organizations


Subjects: Black Greek Letter Organizations, Hazing, Violence, Tort Defense, Risk Assumption, Complicity


Subjects: Age Differences, Cognitive Development, College Students, Comparative Analysis, Critical Thinking, Fraternities, Humanities, Literature, Mathematics Skills, Reading Comprehension, Science Process Skills, Sororities, Student Behavior, Student Characteristics, Thinking Skills, Writing Skills

**Subjects:** Evidence-Based Library Science, Greek Letter Societies, Iowa State University, Outreach Programs, Research, Universities & Colleges -- Archives


**Subjects:** Fraternities, Sororities, Student Conduct, National Organizations, Collaboration


**Subjects:** African American College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Historically Black Colleges & Universities, Universities & Colleges -- Faculty


**Subjects:** College Students, Democracy, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Higher Education, Research, Societies, Etc.


**Subjects:** Business And Economics, College Students, Economic Models, Economic Theory, Fraternities & Sororities, Labor Market, Memberships, Microeconomics, Social Psychology, Studies


**Subjects:** Curricula (Courses of Study), Greek Letter Societies, Higher Education, Qualitative Research, Student Leadership, Universities & Colleges


**Subjects:** Bisexual College Students -- United States -- Social Conditions, Gay College Students -- United States -- Social Conditions, Greek Letter Societies


**Subjects:** African American Male College Students, College Students -- Research, Fraternities, Greek-Letter Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Privilege, Race, Race Relations --
Universities & Colleges, Race -- Social Aspects, Social Conditions, Status, United States, Universities & Colleges, Whiteness


Subjects: Adulthood, Greek Letter Societies, Learning -- Mathematical Models, Learning Models (Stochastic Processes), Self-Consciousness (Awareness)


Subjects: College Students, Greek Letter Societies, Hazing, Logistic Regression Analysis, Organizational Commitment


Subjects: Body Image, Eating Disorders, Greek Letter Societies, Shame, Women College Students -- Psychology


Subjects: Educational Programs, Education -- Research, Education -- Statistics, Greek Letter Societies, Qualitative Research, United States


Subjects: Academic Achievement -- United States, Administration, Classroom Environment, Greek Letter Societies, Research, Scholarships -- United States, United States, Universities & Colleges


Subjects: College Students, College Students -- Environmental Aspects, Community Services, Fraternal Organizations, Student Clubs, Universities & Colleges -- Administration, Universities & Colleges -- Societies, Etc.


Subjects: College Students, Fraternity Men, Hooking Up, Sexuality


Subjects: Advisors, African Americans, Black Greek-letter organizations, cultural competence


Subjects: College Students -- United States, Gender Differences (Psychology), Greek Letter Societies, Peer Relations, Social Isolation


Subjects: College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Research, Societies, Etc., Student Leadership, Students -- Conduct of Life


Subjects: College Campuses, Commercial Arbitration Agreements, Feasibility Studies, Greek Letter Societies, Social Structure, Stigma (Social Psychology), United States. Constitution. 1st-10th Amendments


Subjects: Body Image In Women, College Students -- Attitudes, Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages, Greek Letter Societies, Universities & Colleges


Subjects: Academic Achievement, Associations, Institutions, Etc. -- Membership, Greek Letter Societies, Student Organizations & Activities

**Subjects:** African American College Students, Femininity, Greek Letter Societies, Race Relations, Research, Stereotypes (Social Psychology)


**Subjects:** College Students, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Hazing, Societies, Etc., Students -- Conduct of Life


**Subjects:** College Students -- Legal Status, Laws, Etc., Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Lgbt Students, National Collegiate Athletic Association, Transgender Students, Universities & Colleges


**Subjects:** College Students -- Alcohol Use, Drinking Behavior, Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages, Greek Letter Societies, Netherlands, North America, United States


**Subjects:** College Students, Greek Letter Societies, Learning, Membership, Research, Student Housing


**Subjects:** Academic Integrity, Cheating, Cheating (Education), College Students -- Conduct of Life, Ethical Behavior, Ethics, Feedback, Greek Letter Societies, Higher Education, Technological Innovations, Universities & Colleges -- Faculty


**Subjects:** Greek Letter Societies, Interpersonal Communication, Membership, Research, Self-Disclosure, Trust


**Subjects:** College Students -- Religious Life, Fraternal Organizations, Public Institutions, Research, Spirituality, Spiritual Life


**Subjects:** Binge Drinking, Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages, Education -- Research, Greek Letter Societies, Reprints (Publications), United States, Universities & Colleges -- United States

**Subjects:** College Sorority And Fraternity Life, Corporate Universities, Fraternal Organizations, Gender Differences (Psychology), Greek Students, Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual-Transgender-Queer-Questioning (LGBTQ), LGBT College Students, Sexual Diversity, Stereotyping


**Subjects:** Ethnographic Analysis, Ethnology -- Research, Fraternal Organizations, Greek Letter Societies, Research, Student Leadership


**Subjects:** Alumni Contributions, Charitable Giving, College Sports, Gifts -- Universities & Colleges, Greek Letter Societies, Universities & Colleges -- Alumni & Alumnae, Universities & Colleges -- United States


**Subjects:** Age Groups, Alcohol Abuse, Alcohol Education, Cohort Analysis, College Students, Content Analysis, Drinking, Group Membership, Higher Education, Qualitative Research, Risk, Sexual Abuse, Social Environment, Sororities, Student Responsibility, Violence


**Subjects:** African American College Students, City University of New York, Commuting College Students, Engagement (Philosophy), Greek Letter Societies, Learning, Role Models, Social Integration, Universities & Colleges -- Faculty

**Subjects:** African American Studies, Educational sociology, Sociology, African American Studies, BGLO, Black college students, Campus, Education Educational sociology, HBCU, PWI, Racial climate, Social sciences, Sociology


**Subjects:** Economics, Behavior, Binge drinking, Breastfeeding, Clinical outcomes, Economics, Health outcomes, Obesity, Social sciences, Studies


**Subjects:** Behavioral psychology, Social psychology, Public health, Alcohol, Behavioral psychology, College drinking, Consumption, Drinking variables, Greek affiliation, Health and, environmental sciences, Outcome expectancies, Psychology, Public health, Social psychology, Student drinking


**Subjects:** Social psychology, Higher Education, Health Education, Social psychology, Clubs, dissertation, Education, Fraternities, Fraternities and Sororities, Gender self-concept, Health education, Higher education, personality & social roles (individual traits, social identity, adjustment, conformism, & deviance), Promiscuity, Psychology, Self Concept, Sex Roles, Sexual Assault, Sexual behavior, Sexual Behavior, Social psychology, Sororities, Students, Venereal Diseases


**Subjects:** Hispanic American studies, Higher education, Academic persistence, Education, Educational attainment, Higher education, Hispanic American studies, Latinos, Mentoring, Social sciences

Subjects: Asian American Studies, College persistence, College students, Education, Filipino-American, Higher education, Hispanic American studies, Minority & ethnic groups, Multicultural Education, Predominantly White, Social sciences


Subjects: “Big Man on Campus”, Duke University, Education, Education history, Education Policy, Higher Education Administration, Higher education governance, Secret societies, Student culture


Subjects: Awareness campaign, College, Health and environmental sciences, Public health, Sexual assault, Sexual violence


Subjects: African American Studies, Black studies, Education, Educational leadership, Fraternities, Hazing, Higher education, Membership intake, National Pan-Hellenic Council, Pledging, Social sciences


Subjects: Education, Fraternity, Greek life, Higher education, Learning communities, Sorority


Subjects: Activities, Education, Educational leadership, Educational sociology, Grade point average, Harmful, Hazing, Higher education, Sex, Student group membership


**Subjects:** Education, GLBT Studies, Greek letter organizations, Higher education, Homosexuality, Social sciences, Womens studies


**Subjects:**0344:Social research, Social research, Social sciences


**Subjects:** African American Studies, African consciousness, Black fraternities, Black studies, Cultural solidarity, Education, Educational sociology, Fraternities, Social sciences


**Subjects:** Attitudes, Behavioral psychology, Counseling, Counseling Psychology, dissertation, Education, Fraternities, Fraternities and Sororities, Guidance and Counseling Education, Health Education, Help seeking, Help Seeking Behavior, Higher education, Mental health, Mental Health, Peers, Psychology, Research Design, School counseling, Social psychology, Stigma, Sociology


**Subjects:**0384:Behavioral psychology, Behavioral psychology, Greek organizations, Psychology, Rape, Risk-taking, Sexual assault, Sororities


**Subjects:** Education, Educational leadership, Fraternity, Higher Education Administration, Identity development, Leadership, Leadership identity development, Sorority

**Subjects:** College access, Critical race theory (CRT), Education, Graduation rates, Higher education, Hispanic, Hispanic American studies, Latina, Latina/o college students, Latino, Latino critical theory (LatCrit), Multicultural Education, Retention, Social sciences, Undergraduate student organizations


**Subjects:** Attitudes, Attitudes toward appearance, Body image, Clinical psychology, Culture, Education, Educational sociology, Fraternities & sororities, Fraternity, Individual & family studies, Life satisfaction, Media, Psychology, Self image, Sexual behavior, Sexual satisfaction, Social psychology, Social sciences


**Subjects:** Health & Mental Health Treatment & Prevention, Blacks, coronary heart disease, Empirical Study, Health, Heart, Heart Disorders, Human, Male, Middle Class, Middle-class African American men, quality of life, Quantitative Study, race-related stress, Risk factors, Stress, US


**Subjects:** Alcohol abuse, College students, College students alcohol use, Drug use, Education, Emotional intelligence, Emotional learning, Health and environmental sciences, Higher education, Mental health, Public health


**Subjects:** Communication and the arts, Mass communications


**Subjects:** Fraternities, Hazing, Individual & family studies, Parental conflict, Personality psychology, Psychology, Self-esteem, Social sciences, Sororities, Sports, Undergraduates


**Subjects:** Education, Higher education


Subjects: American College Health Association, Behavioral psychology, College students, Education, Higher education, Misperception, National College Health Assessment, Normative gap, Psychology, Social norms theory, STDs

Floyd, R. D. (2009). Yes we can: The impact membership in Black Greek sororities has on the experience and persistence of Black women students at predominantly White 4-year institutions (Ph.D.). Indiana State University. Retrieved from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. (304900525)


Subjects: African American males, African American Studies, BGLO, Black Greek-letter organizations, Black studies, Education, Fraternities and sororities, Higher education, Predominantly white institutions, PWI, Social sciences


Subjects: Health & Mental Health Treatment & Prevention, Activity Theory, Adulthood (18 yrs & older), Empirical Study, Female, Human, institutionalization, Quantitative Study, Rape, rape-supportive environments, Sexual Abuse, sexual assault victimization, sorority affiliation, Sorority Membership, Victimization, vulnerability-enhancing attitudes


Subjects: Educational Psychology, Adulthood (18 yrs & older), African American, Aged (65 yrs & older), At Risk Populations, beliefs, Blacks, breast cancer, Breast Neoplasms, Death and Dying, Digital Video, education video, Empirical Study, Female, higher risk, Human, Human Females, mammography, Middle Age (40-64 yrs), Quantitative Study, self examination, Self Examination (Medical), Thirties (30-39 yrs), US, Women

Subjects: American studies, Colleges, Education, Education history, Gender, Ladyhood, Social sciences, Sororities, South, United States, White students, Womens studies

Fresques, J. L. (2013). Sororities, interpersonal relationships and skills, and a dialogical perspective (M.A.). Gonzaga University. Retrieved from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. (1537435861)

Subjects: Communication, Communication and the arts, Dialogue, Education, Educational leadership, Greek organizations, Interpersonal relationships, Leadership, Organizational behavior, Social sciences, Sororities, Strategies of organization


Subjects: Academics, College experience, Delta Tau Lambda, Education, Higher education, Hispanic American studies, Latina sorority, Social impact, Social sciences, Student organizations, Womens studies


Subjects: College environments, Community service, Education, Higher education, Predictors, Service participation

Gerhardt, C. B. (2009). The social change model of leadership development: Differences in leadership development by levels of student involvement with various university student groups. Retrieved from PsycINFO. (622063725; 2009-99110-369)

Subjects: Educational Psychology, Adulthood (18 yrs & older), College students, Empirical Study, Higher education, Human, Involvement, Leadership, Leadership development, Quantitative Study, Social change, social change model, Student involvement, university student groups


Subjects: African American Studies, Alcohol, Alcohol use, Black students, Black studies, College students, Colleges & universities, Comparative studies, Education, Ethnic differences,
Ethnicity, Health and environmental sciences, Health education, Higher education, Public health, Social sciences, White students


**Subjects:** American history, Fraternities, Freemasons, Greek-letter, Political science, Presidency, Secret societies, Social sciences, Yale's Skull and Bones


**Subjects:** 0344:Social research, 0626:Sociology, 0627:Criminology, Criminology, Social research, Social sciences, Sociology


**Subjects:** African American men, African American Studies, Black greek letter organizations, Education, Fraternities, Male students, School administration, Social sciences


**Subjects:** Alcohol, Criminology, Fraternity men, Gender studies, Rape, Sexual assault, Sexual coercion, Sexual victimization, Social sciences, Sorority women, Womens studies


**Subjects:** Ethnic studies, Greek councils, Multicultural Greek council, Organization theory, Social organizations, Social sciences


**Subjects:** Black women, Development, Education, Educational leadership, Greek organizations, Leadership skills, Social sciences, Womens studies

Subjects: Education, Educational evaluation, Educational leadership, Experiential learning, Female, Higher education, Leadership, Sororities, Student engagement, Student perception, Undergraduate


Subjects: African-American, African-American male, Black history, Black studies, Education, Fraternity, Greek life, Higher education, Identity, Omega Psi Phi, Pi Chapter, Social sciences


Subjects: College, Education, Education history, Fraternities, Higher Education Administration, History, Sororities, University


Subjects: College, Diversity, Education, Higher Education Administration, Intercultural, Multicultural, Multicultural Education, Sorority, Women

Keel, D. S. (2013). A systematic/structural examination of factors that facilitate and inhibit natural recovery from alcohol abuse in college students (Ph.D.). The College of William and Mary. Retrieved from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. (1490936152)

Subjects: Alcohol, Cognitive development, College students, Education, Hazardous drinking, Higher education, Natural recovery


Subjects: Gender, Gender studies, Greek, Parties, Rape, Sexuality, Social research, Social sciences

**Subjects:** America, American history, College, Education, Education history, Jewish, Judaic studies, Postwar, Social sciences, Sororities, Womens studies, Women students


**Subjects:** Chapter Directors, Chapter education, Education, Fraternities, Higher education


**Subjects:** Adulthood (18 yrs & older), Democracy, democratic process, Empirical Study, Female, Human, Leadership, Male, organizational leaders, Organizations, Political Candidates, Preferences, Quantitative Study, Relationship Quality, voting, Social Psychology


**Subjects:** African-Americans, Black studies, Education, Greek organizations, Hazing, Higher education, Organizational behavior, Social sciences, Sororities

Lee-Zorn, C. E. (2013). *Is conformity a mediating variable on increased risk-taking behavior across years of membership in the Greek system?* Retrieved from PsycINFO. (1324551344; 2013-99020-030)

**Subjects:** Adulthood (18 yrs & older), Attitude Change, Empirical Study, Greek system, Human, Mediated Responses, mediating variable, normative attitudes, normative beliefs, Quantitative Study, Religious Beliefs, Risk Taking, risk taking behavior


**Subjects:** Communication, Communication and the arts, Communication privacy management, Culture, Disclosure, Education, Fraternity, GLBT Studies, Higher education, Higher Education Administration, School administration, Social sciences


**Subjects:** Education, Experience, Higher education, Higher Education Administration, Sorority, STEM, Technology, Women

Subjects: Academic achievement, Alcohol use, Binge drinking, Binge drinking and GPA, Education, Educational sociology, Fraternities & sororities, Fraternity, Grade point average, Health and environmental sciences, Higher education, Higher Education Administration, Public health, Selective institution


Subjects: Administration, Alcohol policy, Education, Fraternity, Higher Education Administration, Qualitative, School administration


Subjects: Behavioral psychology, Bystander behavior, Bystanders, Disengagement, Education, Ethics, Hazing, Higher education, Higher Education Administration, Moral disengagement, Moral judgment, Philosophy, religion and theology, Psychology, Social psychology


Subjects: Education, Fraternity, Gender studies, Growth groups, Higher education, ManTalk, Masculinity, Men, Program development, Social sciences


Subjects: Black Greek-letter Fraternities, Persistence in College, Predominantly White Higher Education Institutions


Subjects: Education, Higher education, Latina-based sororities, Latina students


Subjects: Alcohol consumption, Education, Higher education, Illinois rape myth acceptance scale, Rape myth acceptance, Sexual assault


Subjects: Education, Greek, Higher education, Rush, Social sciences, Sociology, Sorority

Newsome, K. (2010). *Factors that influence the decision of Black males to seek membership in a historically White fraternity*. Retrieved from PsycINFO. (742992492; 2010-99111-147)

Subjects: Educational Psychology, Adulthood (18 yrs & older), Black males, Blacks, College students, decision making, Diversity, Empirical Study, Higher education, Higher education institutions, historically White fraternity, Human, Interview, Male, Qualitative Study, Racial and Ethnic Attitudes, Racial and Ethnic Differences, racial diversity, student racial identity attitudes, US, Whites


Subjects: Education, Educational sociology, Fraternity, Hazing, Higher education, Moral disengagement, Student organizations


Subjects: African-American, African American Studies, Black Americans, Black studies, Black White Differences, Black White Relations, College Students, dissertation, Education, Fraternities, Fraternities and Sororities, Hazing, Higher education, Higher Education Administration, Membership, Nineteenth Century, personality & social roles (individual traits, social identity, adjustment, conformism, & deviance), Psychological Factors, Psychology, Social psychology, Social sciences, Sororities, Universities


Subjects: College students, Community service, Developmental psychology, Education, Greek, Greek organizations, Higher education, Involvement, Moral development, Psychology

**Subjects:** Default, Depreciation, Economics, Economic theory, Education, Fraternities, Grading, Higher education, Information, Social sciences


**Subjects:** Co-curricular involvement, Diversity, Education, Fraternity, Greek life, Higher education, Sorority, Student leadership


**Subjects:** Alcohol, Alcohol use, Code of Student Conduct, College students, Education, First-year student, Freshmen, Higher education, School administration, Student conduct


**Subjects:** Fraternities, Privilege, Race, Status, Whiteness, African-American students, African American Studies, American Higher Education


**Subjects:** African-American fraternal organizations, Man-woman relationships, African-American men, Responsibility, Socialization


**Subjects:** Anti-discrimination classes, Education, Fraternities, Higher education, Higher Education Administration, Sexual orientation, Social organizations


**Subjects:** Achievement, African-American, African American Studies, Black males, Black studies, Education, Educational leadership, Higher education, Individual & family studies, Lived experiences, Men, Phenomenology, School counseling, Social sciences, Success


Shelnutt, D. J. (2012). Investigating the white identity of historically white fraternity members: A descriptive study (M.Ed.). University of South Carolina. Retrieved from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. (1019809656)


Singleton, S. D. (2010). A case study examining the influence of black Greek letter fraternal presence, policies, and practices on African American male student success at a predominantly white institution (Ph.D.). Mercer University. Retrieved from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. (746606134)
Subjects: African-American males, African American Studies, Black Greek lettered fraternities, Black males, Black studies, Education, Educational leadership, Higher education, Predominantly white institutions, Social sciences, Student success, Student success model


Subjects: Fraternities, Gender, Gender studies, Greek life, Hazing, Initiation, Masculinity, Social sciences, Sociology, Womens studies


Subjects: Education, Educational tests & measurements, Ethics, Fraternities, Greek, Instructional Design, Moral development, Philosophy, religion and theology, Sororities


Subjects: Diverse others, Education, Educational sociology, Faculty, Higher education, Interactions and relationships, On-campus, Peers, Residence halls


Subjects: College students, Developmental psychology, Education, Educational leadership, Ethics, Fraternities, Higher education, Moral development, Moral judgment, Philosophy, religion and theology, Psychology

**Subjects:** Education, Educational leadership, Fraternity, Higher education, Student development


**Subjects:** Education, Health and environmental sciences, Higher education, Public health


**Subjects:** College, Counseling Psychology, Education, Fictive kin, Higher education, Psychology, Social research, Social sciences, Support system


**Subjects:** Health & Mental Health Treatment & Prevention, bias events, bystander awareness program, Campuses, Colleges, College students, completed surveys, decreasing incidents, Empirical Study, female college students, Greek organizations, growing problem, Human, proportion reporting, prosocial training program, Quantitative Study, residence life, Sexual assault, university campus, Violence, violent acts


**Subjects:** Abortion, Dumping orange juice, Economics, Fraternity, HIV/AIDS, Microeconomics, Social sciences, Sorority


**Subjects:** Adult education, African American Studies, Black feminist theory, Black men, Education, Fraternal organizations, Gender studies, Masculinity, Racial identity, Social sciences


**Subjects:** Pregnancy, Psychology, Sexism, Social psychology, Social sciences, Sororities, Womens studies


Subjects: African-American, African American Studies, Biographies, Black educators, Black history, Education, Higher Education Administration, Leadership, Narrative, Qualitative, Scott, James Edward, Social sciences, Student affairs

Winkler, M. J. (2014). In the middle: Factors affecting a black male’s decision to join a traditionally white fraternity at a large diverse institution (Ed.D.). Rutgers The State University of New Jersey - New Brunswick. Retrieved from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses. (1504644374)

Subjects: African American Studies, Black men, Black studies, Education, Educational sociology, Education philosophy, Fraternity, Greek organizations, Higher education, Precollege, Social sciences, Students, Traditionally White


Subjects: Alcohol, Athlete, Criminology, Education, Greek membership, Health and environmental sciences, Higher Education Administration, Liberal arts university, Public health, Rape myth acceptance, Sexual violence, Social research, Social sciences


Subjects: Attitudes, Behavior, College Students, dissertation, Education, Fact, Higher education, Knowledge, Males, Organizational behavior, Prevention, Prevention, Program, Rape, School administration, Sexual assault, Sexual Assault, Social sciences, Sociology, Sports Teams, Universities, Victim